
CORRECT CHAIN USE AND WARRANTY

SAFETY
Tire chain is especially hardened for the application intended. This hardening makes 
the chain hard and brittle compared to lifing chains. Under high tension the chain can 
suddenly break with no pre warning and pieces of metal may fly. Life is endangered 
when tire chains are used for unintended purposes such as towing, tie-down and lifing!

SPEED
Tire chains are used during difficult driving conditions and tire chains may break. Thus, 
driving with tire chains requires special consideraton. One must never drive faster than 
50km/h (30miles/h). The driver must always observe the potential risks and drive at a 
safe speed.

BREAKAGE IS THE MOST COMMON CHAIN DAMAGE
Doubling your speed quadruples the stress on the chain. High speed, even in very 
short periods, may introduce invisible cracks in the chain surface. Such cracks will 
eventually develop into a full breakdown, even during normal careful operations. This 
may sometimes explain an ”inexplicable” breakage.

BREAKAGE DUE TO THE CHAIN BEING TOO LOOSE
The stress on the chain is considerably reduced when the chain is properly tightened. A 
well tightened chain ”rolls” easily.

DIFFICULT DRIVING CONDITIONS
Always use tire chains when difficult driving conditons are expected and before get-
ting in trouble. The chains are not made for spinning your way out of trouble, but to 
increase the tire grip and reduce operating risks.



CORRECT CHAIN USE AND WARRANTY

Warranty:
Trygg chains are warranted from defects in material and workmanship for a period of 
90 days from the date of purchase by the user.

Disclaimer in warranty: 
No other warranty expressed or implied, including the implied warranty of merchanta-
bility, fitness for a particular purpose or wear ability is given, and no affirmation of seller 
by words or action shall constitue a warranty.

Disclaimer of damages: 
Trygg will not pay any claim for labor on any of its products or for delays or damages by 
reason of their use. In no event shall Trygg or its dealers be liable for any incidental or 
consequental damages.

Buyers remedies: 
Sole remedy for a justified defective claim is limited exclusively to obtaining either re-
pair or replacement or credit at the discretion of Trygg.

Claim procedure:
-Alleged defect must be reported to a Trygg representatve withing 10 days of discovery 
and within the warranty period stated above.
-A warranty claim form, with photos and proof of purchase must be sent to a Trygg 
representative.
-Transport costs for returned product will not be accepted or reimbursed without pre-
vious written approval from a Trygg representatve.


